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  Concessionary bus journeys per head

Chart 5: Concessionary journeys per pass by area status: England, 
2010/11 onwards (table BUS0821)
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The highest numbers of concessionary bus journeys per pass were in London, at 
around 231 journeys per pass in 2016/17. This is nearly 4 times the 62 journeys 
per pass in non-metropolitan areas (Chart 5). 

With the long term trend in the number of passes increasing, despite the latest 
year showing a decrease, and the number of journeys generally decreasing, this 
has meant that in England as a whole (and in metropolitan and non-metropolitan 
areas) there has been a declining trend in concessionary bus journeys per pass. In 
2016/17 the journeys per pass figures of 114 in metropolitan areas and 62 in non-
metropolitan areas were the lowest since this survey started in 2010/11.

Only in London, where journeys have decreased at a slower rate than passes, 
was this trend different, although in the latest year a decrease in concessionary 
journeys per pass was seen.

Journeys per 
pass
These averages are 
derived by dividing the 
total number of journeys 
by total passes. In 
practice, concessionary 
journeys are unlikely to 
be evenly distributed 
across all passes and 
pass holders resident in 
one area type may make 
journeys in another area. 
For example journeys 
by non-London passes 
form part of London’s 
total journeys, but the 
figures available do not 
disaggregate these.

Statistical 
tables 
• Concessionary journeys  
and concessionary 
journeys per pass by 
metropolitan area status 
in table BUS0821

• Total bus passenger 
journeys (including fare 
paying passengers and 
concessions) in table 
series BUS01
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Expenditure on concessionary travel

In 2016/17, English TCAs estimated they spent around £1.13 billion on 
concessionary travel. 41% of this was spend in non-metropolitan areas.

Chart 6: Distribution of net concessionary expenditure by area: 
England, 2016/17
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Overall, English TCAs spent 81% of their concessionary travel net expenditure 
on the statutory ENCTS scheme. The remaining 19% was spent on discretionary 
concessions such as youth and non-bus concessions.

Over the last 6 years the proportions spent on the statutory scheme for each of the 
three areas types (London, metropolitan and non-metropolitan areas) have varied 
little over time. For non-metropolitan areas there has been a downward trend in 
the amount spent on discretionary concessions, decreasing from 11% in 2010/11 
to 6% in 2016/17. For metropolitan areas the proportion of net expenditure spent 
on the statutory ENCTS scheme has remained broadly constant, decresing lightly 
from 25% in 2010/11 to 23% in 2016/17, although there has been some fluctuation 
year-on-year.

In London however there has been an increasing trend in the amount spent on 
discretionary travel, increasing from 28% in 2010/11 to 33% in 2016/17.  This 
variation, at least in part, reflects the prevalence of different types of transport 
in metropolitan areas such as trams, which may be offered as discretionary 
concessions.

Chart 7: % of net concessionary expenditure spent on ENCTS by area: 
England, 2016/17
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Net expenditure 
Net current expenditure 
is the expenditure that 
local authorities spend on 
running the concessionary 
travel scheme in their 
area. It covers all aspects 
of the scheme for both the 
statutory and discretionary 
elements (if offered by 
the authority), including 
reimbursement to bus 
operators, administration, 
pass production costs and 
employee costs.

Data on total 
concessionary travel 
expenditure by TCAs 
is also collected by 
the Department for 
Communities and Local 
Government as part of the 
revenue outturn data.

Statistical 
tables: 
• Expenditure on 
ENCTS as a proportion 
of total expenditure on 
concessionary travel in 
table BUS0810

• The most recent DCLG 
Net Current Expenditure 
figures are available in 
table BUS0811
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Bus satisfaction of concessionary pass holders

The Transport Focus Bus Passenger survey gathers information on levels of 
satisfaction of bus users, and within that, satisfaction of fare paying users and 
satisfaction of passengers travelling with free tickets. 

Of the sample of passengers travelling with free tickets, at least 88% were using 
either an older or disabled concessionary pass. Some 4% were using another 
type of free or complimentary pass and the remaining 8% a mixture of both. This 
means that the levels of satisfaction quoted below for free passengers are broadly 
representative of concessionary pass holders.

The Transport Focus Bus Satisfaction Survey figures for 2016 show that across 
all of the indicators, passengers using a free pass had higher levels of satisfaction 
than fare-paying passengers. However, there is a wider variation in scores for 
fare-payers (78% to 92%) than there is for free pass holders (89% to 97%), 
although some of the differences seen in the satisfaction levels is possibly a result 
of fare payers and non-fare payers travelling at different times.
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Fare-paying passengers

For the 6 indicators shown that might have relevance for people who were older or disabled, non-fare 
paying passengers were more satisfied than fare-paying passengers; there was less variation in the levels 
across the areas; but the relative levels were quite similar - for example, both non-fare and fare-paying 
passengers rated bus punctuality as lower than other indicators. 

Bus Passenger 
Survey 
 
Data from the Bus 
Passenger Survey (BPS) 
is managed by the 
independent transport user 
watchdog Transport Focus. 
Note that the statistics from 
the BPS are not National 
Statistics.

For the 2016 survey, the 
BPS was conducted in 42 
authority areas in England 
outside London covering 
the six metropolitan 
counties and a mix of 
unitary and county councils 
and bus operators’ 
operating divisions. 

The sample was around 
37,000 bus passengers in 
those areas.

The survey does not cover 
all areas but covers those 
that account for around two 
thirds of bus passenger 
journeys within its England 
outside of London remit 
area. 

Chart 15: % of bus 
passengers ‘very’ 
or ‘fairly’ satisfied 
with aspects of their 
bus journey: ranges 
for selected areas 
of England, 2016 
(source: Transport 
Focus)
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What is concessionary travel?

A statutory bus concession for older and disabled people has been in place since 2001. In 2008, the 
concession was extended to cover free local bus travel between 0930 and 2300 to older and disabled 
people anywhere in England. This statutory concession is referred to as the English National Concessionary 
Travel Scheme (ENCTS).

Older and disabled people holding an ENCTS pass are allowed to travel for free on local bus services 
anywhere in England, between 0930 and 2300 during weekdays and anytime at weekends and bank 
holidays. The scheme is admninistered by Travel Concession Authorities (TCAs). Some TCAs offer 
discretionary concessions in addition to the statutory ENCTS scheme, such as free or reduced travel before 
0930 or on other transport modes

In London, the statutory concession for London residents covers the whole London Local Transport 
Network.

Further information, including a full history of the concessionary travel policy, can be found in the Notes and 
Definitions document that accompanies this statistical release.

Passes vs pass holders?

The Concessionary Travel Survey aggregates the number of passes reported by TCAs from their 
administrative databases. While this provides a reasonable proxy for the number of pass holders, the 
returns can include a percentage of inactive passes, issued to people who are deceased or no longer 
resident in the area.

It is difficult to estimate what this proportion is, but it means a return from a local authority can decrease 
or increase year-on-year if the authority has undertaken ‘cleaning’ of these inactive passes, or not. Some 
authorities clean their pass database every three years, for example.

Strengths and weaknesses of the data

Many of the the statistics in this report are derived from the annual DfT survey of Travel Concession 
Authorities (TCAs) covering 90 areas: the 89 TCAs outside London plus London Councils. However, in each 
of these years, not all respondents answered all questions in full. The response rate achieved is comparable 
with that achieved in other DfT surveys of local authorities. 

Where data were missing, information from adjacent years and from TCA websites (for discretionary and 
youth concessions) was used to impute for non-response.

The accompanying Notes and Definitions document, including details of the imputation methods used to 
derive the national-level totals, is here: https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/buses-statistics-guidance

Furthermore, in light of information received in the most recent survey, some revisions have been made to 

Background information






